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About This Game

Tap to jump on moving platforms and travel the sky. Don’t fall, it hurts! Seriously!!

FEATURES:
- Addictive one-touch gameplay.

- 30 built-in characters with cute blocky style.
- Daily reward system.

- Easy achievments
- Custom achievements
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Title: Sky Jump
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Easy game
Publisher:
Game for people
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp sp2

Processor: Pentium® 4 1.5 GHz / Athlon® XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 210 590Mhz

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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So much fun to be had with such a simple yet addicting game. Just one question why the hell is there no actual restart button for
when you screw up? It just restarts you on the same level with the same number of lives that you have after you screw up. Thats
not a restart. Would have much more fun on this game if I didnt have to quit and reload the level everytime I mess up. Still its
only a minor flaw in such an epic game.. My Son Bought this for me i am unabel to get it to work Play
is this need to redownload it i do not see any Cd Key to input iter thanks for any Help
. If you have no credit card this is the way to go 10/10 IGN. If you want to make dark souls, try learning how to make a basic
game first.. I felt like I was downloading the "Achievement" using a very slow network.... You know whats crazy? I enjoyed this
game and will probably watch for the devs next game, because mechanically it feels like a better version of those old ps2 games
i liked. I like the sprint button, the colorful art style, the open world nature, but the game has issues. The story is told through
pictures and i had no idea what was happening, i can't tell enemies apart from friends, i don't have camera options for inverted
controls, and i dislike running long stretches of land with nothing in them.
Mechanically theres something to be had, but I spent my entire playtime running around a giant empty world with nothing to do.
The game needs to be more interactive, and if that means a smaller world all the better. Maybe next game will have some dialog
and more fleshed out levels, rather than the giant land of dullness.. Fun game but i don't recommend it to people who tend to
rage cause this game will bring the worst out of you :)
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The difference between this and a good ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ meme game and this, is that the creators of the good ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
meme games actually cared when making their games, but this is just shiptosting bad game conventions to the extend where
there is no structure to the game anymore. The only slightly funny ting is the engine sound, everything else was just crammed
together in a weekend without any care. Avoid at all costs, or gift this to someone you want to see suffer. WTF this Game Is
hilarious!!!! I've played it once and it was awesome Can't wait to see more updates!!!!!!. A classic masterpiece. The only
negative, is that if you have to import resources to build a monument... be prepared to do a lot of fast forwarding (a Blessing of
Ra helps).. Ok,first off,TU is not a bad game at all.I'm still going to recommend it as its basically Tron tanks,but without the
license.The gameplay is,basically,go shoot some tanks.turrets etc etc,but what it does,it does fairly well.
Graphics are dated,but still quite nice,in a virtual world sort of way.
The Storyline is basic and uninspiring and could have been soooooo much better.
Now for the bad bit.Ages ago,before the full release,I and a friend downloaded the demo,and we both remember playing it
together,multiplayer.Yet in the full game,theres no multiplayer!!!!!-WTH NOT?
This game cries out for it,and could have been so much better with a co-op or even adversarial multiplayer system,and if you
had it in the demo,or beta or whatever,why take it out?-Thats something I just don't understand.
Anyway,its worth the money,for a short while,esp if you are a Tron fan,but its lack of MP is a sad exclusion.
Nuff said
Star. Hey, it's like *PUT ANY GENERIC FPS TITLE HERE*, With a little bit of *PUT ANY BATTLEFIELD TITLE
HERE*. Nice!. This game is a really good game in my opinion. The physics are much better then MXGP PRO and air physics
are better then the old SX game.

one bad thing is that there are nearly nothing new in the gears and helmet section, well for example FXR and Unit are new to the
game but there are barely any new fox, ANSR, Thor gear and they have produced new gear IRL. same on helmet and boot side,
there are nearly nothing new and that really sucks in my opinion.
Bike Graphics are also the same as previous years, I mean it can not be so hard to make some new designs. There are also no
Factory gear or graphics so that sucks but there is MODS that is super easy to download so you get that but still would be nice to
have that in the game OG.

There are also no 2 strokes in the game, and that is the most bad thing about the game in my opinion i mean there was 2 strokes
in MXGP PRO so why throw it away again. Well just to hop that they add it in a update or a DLC.

The new compound are tho the best made this far, super fun and gnarly tracks to ride and big open areas to ride around and play
around on. You need to make progress in the Career to unlock the tracks and different areas around the tracks but still solid
work on the compound.

I still think this is a good game and the physics and graphics are amazing so it is still a game worth buying if you like motocross
and SX. The compound is super cool and fun and well even if there is old gear and graphic kits i think this is a solid game and
really fun. And like i said, there are MODS to download so you get new kits and factory gear so if you do that it is no problem
on the gear and graphic kit side either. I like this quite a bit. It's a falling block puzzler where you have to make chains and
detonations a la Tetris 2, but with some twists that keep it interesting, including items that do various things to make your life
easier and clear pieces from the board, and overlapping connections between pieces that leave potential for extremely huge
combos.

I think the biggest draw here is the "missions" mode, which is basically the regular game, but requires you to accomplish small
tasks throughout (destroy chains of 5 blocks of less, don't drop for x seconds, etc) that add a nice level of strategy to think about
while still juggling the basic puzzle formula.This mode is preferable to the traditional endless mode for me because the speed
doesn't just steadily creep upward and is dictated by how many missions you complete instead. Really gives you time to think
about your next move and ease you into the later chaos more naturally, in my opinion.

Presentation is nothing special, but the mechanics are sound. Overall, it's not revolutionary, but it's a really well put together
game that mixes♥♥♥♥♥♥up just enough to make it feel fresh.

A little update:
Added music
Changed background
You can receive reward every 15 mins and it gives more points. Achivments:
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We desided to add 999 achivments to this game. As soon as possible I will add pictures and rename one. How to unlock? Just
play time. It takes 30-45 min. Hope you will like it, And I will add new achivments to my new game. Peace
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